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MONDAY

Daniel & Daniel's Drug Store is Mighty Cool These Hot Days.
that
that FROM
RUSSIA'S
HEAT
CREATED A
that
be was disposed
of venue, but
to do so on account of the fact
he was "sick of the whole business."
He said that he would not grant the

SENSATION
8NYDER
COMMISSIONER
A BIG SURPRISE.

A BIG

GAVE

SURPRISE

Tallmadge Case Has Its First Sensation This Morning When the Com
His Position
missioner Reversed
Suddenly and Unexpectedly Changed His Attitude in Matter of Granting a Change of Venue.

Quite a sensation was created In
Roswell this morning when it was
learned that United States Commissioner Carl Snyder had changed his
disposition and had announced that
he would not grant a change of venue
in the case of B. H. Tatlmadge. At
the Saturday night session of the
court, the CommisCommissioner's
sioner had stated that while he
would not grant the change at that
time, in order to hold the
who were under bond to appear Monday morning, he had a disposition to
give the petitioners the request asked in their petition. It was for this
reason that the announcement Monday

morning created the greatest of surprise and some Indignation. It came
as a thunderbolt from a clear sky,
and was by far the most sensational
turn of affairs in the whole case
since the charge was first brought.
The Saturday night session was
held before Commissioner Snyder at
the court room, which was well filled
with interested spectators. The main
proceeding of the evening was the
examination of witnesses, the men
who had made affidavit that ther did
not think Mr. Snyder could give the
case an unprejudiced hearing.
J. H. McKinstry was examined,
and said that from the fact that Mr.
Snyder had taken an active part in
the preparation for the charge against the defendant, it did not look
reasonable that he would be able to
give the case a fair hearing. He referred to a letter that the Tallmadge
office holds, which he said came from
the commissioner, in which he writes
a man that what money he had paid
the Tallmadge company had been
paid for so much wind.
Frank H. Anderson testified along
lines similar to those of .Mr. McKinstry, referring to incidents that showed, as he considered, close relations
between the commissioner and the
United States special agent who had
case.
worked
When asked why he thought Mr.
Snyder could not give the case a fair
bearing. Dr. J. W. Klnsinger said: "I
dont believe any man could be In
daily consultation for . months with a
detective who was working up a
case and then give that case an unprejudiced hearing. I would not want
a man to try a case of mine. under
similar circumstances." He explained
that he was a personal friend of Mr.
Snyder and had only good feeling for
him personally.
When Commissioner Snyder heard
the evidence and argument that followed, be stated that he was not satisfied, either by law or evidence, that
It was his duty to grant the chaag
up-th- e

.

petition at that time because the witnesses were under recognizance to
appear Monday morning, and in order to keep them to this, he would
not take action until then. He repeated, however, that he was of the disposition to grant the change. With
that understanding he suggested that
the attorneys of both --sides discuss
the point of a place to which the
case should be sent and have it arranged by Monday morning where
they would favor as the place of having the preliminary hearing. After
this advice was given, adjournment
was taken until Monday morning.
The greatest excitement followed
announceSnyder's
Commissioner
ment this morning that he had decided
not to grant the request of. the defendant. His attorneys were so vexed
they were .unable to hold their tempers. Some hot words flew, and those
who had gathered at Mr. Snyder's
office, which was the place of meet
ing at the time, saw the most exciting time .that has yet developed in
the Tallmadge case. After the first
heat was cooled, the defendant's attorneys asked permission to file an
amended petition, in which they intended to make charges more spe
cific than had yet been made, but the
commissioner set his foot down flatly
and refused to even consider another
petition.

After this there was a great storm.
The Tallmadge people and their
numerous friends were heard talking
of what they called "an outrage and
a travesty on justice,",-anthose who
are not friendly to the Tallmadge interests, were of course pleased. The
commissioner's position on the matter was not generally understood, but
to a few he explained that he had decided to carry out the law as he saw
it regardless of his own feelings in
the matter, or the feelings of anyone
else.

,

Snyder had
When Commissioner
stated his position on the petition
for a change of venue, he announced
that he was ready to hear the evidence in the preliminary hearing of
Mr. Tallmadge on the charge of
of perjury. The attorneys
for the defense at once announced
that they were not ready for trial,
and further that they wanted time
in which to prepare a mandamus or
some similar action to compel Mr.
Snyder to grant the change of venue.
They declared that a preliminary before him would be a farce, and that
he had - showed his prejudice so
strong that they would not bother
with a hearing before him. Mr. Sny
der gave the time desired, continuing
the case until Wednesday morning
at ten o'clock. In doing so the com
missioner stated that he hoped the
mandamus would be granted, for he
would then be able to give the change
of venue legally and he would not
have to try the case. He protested
that he was not desirous of hearing
the preliminary at all, but was merely trying to do as he aw the law
and evidence. So the case went over
until Wednesday morning.
aub-ornatio- n

.

Change Granted This Afternoon.
LATER: At three o'clock this afSnyder, havternoon Commissioner
ing had a conference with the United
States attorney, granted the petition
of Mr. Tallmadge and gave a change
of venue to the court of Commissioner
Wash. .B. Lindsay, of Portales, and
the defendant and all the witnesses
were put under bond to appear before him at Portal es tomorrow afternoon upon the arrival of the train at
that town. The train is due at two
o'clock. The preliminary hearing will
then be held.
Another stir was" created this afternoon In the office of the Commissioner. He asked Judge Gate wood
to apologise for certain remarks he
had made at the morning session.
Judge Gate wood refused to make any
apology, whereupon the Commissioner
said he would have him . jailed and
fined for contempt. The attorney told
him to proceed ith his action, that
he would not apologize.

retary of State Swanger of Missouri.
The Judge's action was based on
the ground
the Secretary of
State had failed to make personal investigation of the affairs of the bank
before making application for a receiver. The court stated that the receiver should be appointed on representations which were based by the
Secretary of State on his investigation of conditions prevailing at the STATEMENT
TO BE
SUPPOSED
INSPIRED BY GOVERNMENT.
bank and its methods of conducting
its business.

POSITION

AND THIRST

DEATHS ARE REPORTED
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AND

;

r
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Try ir Now.

IN CHI-

NEVADA.

i

to race in front of the surface car
bound down hill. The rear half of
the auto, in which were seated Miss
Cora Michaels and Helen
two of the chauffeur's,
friends, was demolished and the
girls were so tangled in the wreckage that it took half an hour to extricate them. The male companion
of the chauffeur was thrown out,
was uninjured.
but the chauffeur
Nearly all the occupants of the car
were thrown to the floor, and the
conductor was injured.
Donns-cbause- r,

":

A

DOUBLE EXECUTION.

White Man
Death in
Ossining, .N.
Breen (white)
(colored) were

X-R-

and a Negro Put to
Electric Chair.

A

DEATHS BEGAN EARLY

.

Y.,

July

17.

STANDS ON DIGNITY

James

X-R-

and Chas. Jackson,
put to death today in
the electric chair at Sing Sing prisRussia Can Consent to Only Such
In Chicago the Heat Was Killing at on. Breen shot Capt. Wm. H. Keyes
Peace Terms as Will Not Affect the
an Early
Hour, and Among the during a quarrel in the latter's saDignity and Vital Interests of the
Dead is a Man With a Reputation loon in New York City
September,
in
is Shot. MutiEmpire. Detective
for Work as a Butcher. Two Minny
Lodz.
at
1903.
killed
Jackson
W.
Charles
ers Are Killed by Thirst in Death
Roxbury with a club in July, 1903,
Valley Desert.
in an attempt at highway robbery.
St. Petersburg, July 17. Novoe
Vremya today prints the following
statement of Russia's position, which
may be inspired by the government:
"Russia can consent only to such
peace as will not affect the dignity
and vital Interests of empire. To act
otherwise would be fatal to Russia,
and would threaten Europe. Europe
no longer believes in Japan's state
ment that she wilt not restrict E'iro
pean interests in the Far East. Even
in England and America the voices
of moral instigators can be heard in
favor of indirect influence of the
powers to moderate Japan's demands.
rememOur pelnipotentiaries must
ber that they must defend the interests, not only of Russia, but also of
Other Caucasian powers, and they will
find moral support in Berlin. Paris,
Washington, and perhaps London,
even London. Our army in action if
much stronger than it was fifteen
months ago. The Hamburger Nachi
richten preaches that Europe int.i
mates to Japan that extreme demands
will be opposed by Europe, especially Germany.
This is a valuable
statement. We must ascertain the
acceptable maximum of our concessions to Japan from a European point
of view and act accordingly."
.

Chicago, "July 17. With a temperature six degrees higher than at this

time yesterday,

No fake about the sale
at the New York Store.
Beginning
Tuesday,
the
25th, and ending Satur- day, the 29th. You'll find

deaths began early

today in Chicago. The first death reported was Wm. DuBinsk, the winner
everything as represented
of many prizes in contests for killing
and more too.
and dressing beeves, who was over3
come while at work in the killing
room of the Hammond Packing Co.
at the stock yards. Not far away,
On te "Fighting Calendar.
and just at the same time. John Gog-gaCal., July 17. "BudSanfrancisco,
succumbed to the heat at his
dy" Ryan, who claims the to title of
home and died in a few minutes. The
t
champion, ', and George
temperature was 93 degrees in 'the
Peterson of this city are to hook it
shade.
up in a twenty round bout tonight before the new Colma club. Peterson,
Died of Thirst fn the Desert.
though not widely known, has done
Bullfrog, Nev., .' July 17. Missing
some good work in this vicinity and
for the last seventeen days. Earl C. his admirers count upon him to make
Weller and E. M. Titus, both miners, a good showing against Ryan. Unand prospectors, of Telluride, Colo., der the articles of agreement the two
are, it is universally believed here, fighters will weigh in at 142 pounds,
dead in the Death Valley desert, beo
ing stricken by death from thirst.
.Senator Clark is III.
They started for the desert on June
New York, July 17. Senator W.
20, and for the past 17 days nothing A. Clark, who is recovering from an
has been heard from them. When operation for an abscess in the ear,
last seen they werei almost out of passed a comfortable night, and the
water.
indications this morning are very favorable.
Heat Returns to New York.
New York, July 17. Te hot weaAccused of Forgery.
ther which caused many deaths in
Ringo was arrested at
Howard
New York last week, and which end- Lakewood and brought
here by Shered only yesterday, returned today iff Woodruff Sunday morning,' accusbringing a higher temperature than ed of forging checks to the amount
ever and a renewal of Intense suffer- of about $60. He
is now in jail awaiting. By noon the weather bureau re- ing a hearing tomorrow morning beported all last wek's records passed. fore Judge Bailey.
The accused is a
o
young
well
man of this city.
known
GEN. BLACKMAR DEAD.
He has many friends, ail of whom
hope that he will be able to prove
Commander of G. A. R. Dies While
innocence.
his
on a Tour of Inspection.
,
Black-marBoise, Idaho. July 17. Gen.
C. A. Pepple, a drilling contractor,
commander ; chief of the G. came up from Lakewood this mornA. R., is dead here of intestinal ne- ing on business. He will return home
phritis. The General was ill when he tonight, but will come to Roswell
arrived here July 10th, on a tour of again tomorrow.
the Grand Army posts throughout
the Northwest. His . wife was with
JMrs. R. L. Williams, of Amarillo,
him, and the seriousness of his con- who has been making an extended
dition was kept from the public at visit here with Mrs. Rosa Childs,
his request. The body will be taken left this morning on a thirty days'
to Boston for burial. General Black-ma-r visit with her sister in New York.
'
was born July 25, 1841. He servo
Mrs. O. W. Batton came up from
ed with distinction throughout the
civil war. being promoted to the rank Dayton this morning for a few days'
of captain on. the battle field at Five visit with her mother, Mrs. J. C.

??

n

.

welter-weigh-

:

-

in-.-

Bennett.
Forks byKJeneral Custer.
The widow of General Wilmer W.
Blackmar, who died last night, and
CHEAP AS DIRT.
her sister. Miss Brewer, departed toA
good
business lot on Main
day for Boston with the remains of
the dead' General, traveling over the street, for a few days only at
Union Pacific by way of Omaha. At $400.
J. T. Charlton, Room 12,
Chicago they will be joined by the Oklahoma Block.
!3tf
national officers of the G. A. R,
-

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell, N. M JuL-- 17, TemperaSecretary of State ' Failed to Make
ture, max. 90, r min. 57; mean. 74;
Personal Investigation.
St. Louis, Mo.. .July 17. On1 .mo- ture, max. 90, min. 57, mean 74; preci
tion of the attorneys for the People's pitation in inches and hundredths,
United Stages Bank, capitalized at 00; wind, dir. S; :veloc. 4; ,, weather,
$2,500,000, Judge McElhinney, of the clear.
St. Louis Circuit Court, today disForecast.
solved the receivership for the InstiFair tonight and Tuesday, warmer
tonight.
tution and dscharged Receiver
M. WRIGHT,
H. Spencer, appointed by him
several days ago on request of Sec
Oaclal In Charg.
RECEIVERSHIP

DISSOLVED.

.

-

,.

Sel-do-

n

Development.
Berlin, July 17. Some astonishing
developments in photography
are reported by Professor Risder and
Joseph Rosenthal, of Munich. These
two scientists have been colaboring
in
work and declare that they
have succeeded in obtaining in less
photothan a second's time
graphs of the human chest, theVja-. n. k tte..
......
iian
otrin
Having proceeded thus far they proceeded to take pictures of the human
heart between its beats, as it was
found that the beating of that organ
impared the exactness of the photographs. Having first, of all accurately
ganged the time elapsing between the
beats, they, by the use of the most
sehsative films procurable, and the
strongest possible
obtained
h
rood photographs in
of a
second. It had not hitherto been
"hought possible to take such photographs.
'
X-R-

V.

tr

y,

one-tent-

-

o

American
Washington, D. C, July 17. Word
iias been received here from France
of the election of Mother Mary
Larose as the Mother-Generif the Nuns of the Good Shepherd.
This event places another "religions"
norn on this side of the Atlantic at
the head of one of the. most numerous
orders of the Roman
Catholic chruch.
Mother Domatilla Is a native of Ca
iada, she is 57 years old, she joined
'he order of the Good Shepherd in
ier eighteenth year and after filling
arious offices of importance there
she was sent to South America and
soent some years at Lima. She 'was
hen called to France and made first
Mother-Genera-

l.

Do-matil-

al

wide-sprea- d

issistant

Mother-Genera-

In

l.

this

ca-

pacity she made an inspection ' tour
f the convents of the order which
"ook her almost, round the world.
o

Wisconsin Federation of Labor
Marinette, Wis.. July 17. The Wis
xmsin Federation of Labor met in an
mal convention here today and will
remain in sesion through the greater
nart of the week. All of the chief
cities of the state are represented
imong the delegates. The annual
a
of Secretary Ryan shows
Tatifying increase in the membership
of the federation
during the last
twelve months.
--

Detective Shot.

Warsaw, July 17. A sergeant of
detectives was shot and killed here

today by an unknown man. A patrol
of infantry while pursuing the assassin, fired a volley, killing a merchant.

re-no- rt

Lodz, July 17. A part of the Ekaterinburg regiment stationed here,
o
mutinied today and killed an officer.
Colored Couple Married.
The mutineers were arrested.
George W. Wilson and Myra H.
Owing to the state of siege the citizens of Lodz are compelled to con- Rountree, colored, were married last
tribute $1,500 daily towards the main- light at nine o'clock at the home of
Cornelius Brooks. Rev. J. R. Rector,
tenance of the troops here.
castor of the African M. E. Church,

Ships to Be Floated.
conducted the ceremony.
Tokio, July 17. It is expected ;.hat
Gunboat Aground.
the Russian war ships Pallada,
Highlands of Navesink, July 17.
and Poltava, sunk at Port ArThe U. S. gunboat Dubuque is
thur, will soon be
in the "horseshoe" of lower
CAPTURED IN COLORADO.
Vew 'York Bay near Spermaceti Cove.r
The wind is light and sea smooth.
Alleged Belmont Wife Murderer Has The vessel is in no danger.
Confessed a Crime.
o
Boston,
Mass., July 17. Chief
The Wool Market.
Shaw of the Massachusetts district
St. Louis, Mo., July 18. Wool steapolice received a telegram from Sher- dy. Territory and western mediums,
iff Barr, of La Junta, Colo., today, 25ig30; fine mediums,
22026; fine,
informing him officially that John 15gU7.
Schidlofska,
the alleged Belmont
o
wife' murderer, was arrested by the
Mrs. Avery Turner and her party
afternoon. of friends, seven society ladies from
sheriff late yesterday
Schidlofska confessed to the murder. Amarillo, left this morning in their
private" car. for their homes.
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.
"O"
Joseph C. Gawler left this morning
Two Young Women Badly Hurt and for his home in Denver. He has been
Male Companions Had a Redisbursing agent for the U. S. G. S.
markable Escape.
in this district, but has been reliev-3New York, July 17. Two young
fatally , hurt
women were probably
W. M. Reed made a trip to the
and their two male companions had Hondo reservoir today.
a remarkable escape from injury to..
o
E. A. Paddock was up from .Dexter
day, wher the automobile of Fred
erick A. Marshall, of St. Louis, which today.
had been borrowed by Marshall"
J. W. Warren and R. L. Malone
chauffeur was caught between an elevated railway pillar and a street car came In from Hagerman this morning
at 79th street and Third avenue. The
o
a
Henry Burton was here from
automobile was reduced almost to
today for a short visit. .
scrap Iron. The machine attempted
Po-bied- a

d.

d

-

-

Ar-tesi-

--

ROSYELL DAILY RECORD
bemocratle In Politics.
Entered Mar 19. 1903. at Roewell.
New Mexico, under the,, act of Con

(real ot March's,

1879.
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TERMS OF , SUBSCRIPTION.
$..15
Dally, per week
60
Daily, per month,
.50
Paid In Advance,
0
Dally, Six Months,'
6.00
Dally, One Year,

(Daily Except Sunday.)

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRE8S.

ues-tion-

THE RECORD IS THE OFFICIAL
PAPER OF THE COUNTY OF
CHAVES AND THE CITY OF
ROSWELL.
All advertisements to Insure insertion in ths same day'a Issue of The
Record should be In the printer's
hands before eleven o'clock In the
morning. Orders for taking out any
standing ad. ahould also be in the
by, eleven o'clock to prevent its
being run that day.
of-fle-

e

WHY WE DECLINED.

The average explanation is only
an Introduction to further debate, but
as one explanation follows another,
The Record feels impelled by an article in a local weekly publication to
give a few reasons for declining to
publish any further communications
regarding the Sisters' hospital. The
article in the paper referred to is as
follows

:

"The Catholic Hospital.
"It seems that the editor of the
Daily Record and Judge Pope
both misunderstood the editor of the
Workman; that they believed him
to feel unkindly toward the Catholics
and to oppose the building of a Catholic Hospital in Roswell. The editor wrote
for publication in
Ros-we- ll

e

the Record disavowing any such

-

busi-nes-

,

...

.

nor deny the wisdom of the 'ftoorce
upon which he depends for inspiration. The Record ' simply regarded
s
the debate as closed when the
men of Roswell decided what
they wished to do and the work of
raising funds had begun- - The Record came near losing some of its advertisers for allowing the first communication to be published; but as
the critic is not dependent upon the
patronage of his paper, he has one
advantage of us in speaking his mind
on ethical as well as financial
We admit being, to some extent, controlled by earthly considerations. The Record could not afford,
even if It were so disposed, to oppose
an institution to which its entire patronage had contributed money and
labor and it would not if it could.
The fact that the gentleman had a
paper of his own, also had some
weight in the refusal of The Record
to publish the second communication.
It is as we feared. The belligerent
editor states that he will have more
to say upon the subject. We had
hoped to close the discussion, and
feel that it has gone too far already.
We hope the publication from which
we quote, after informing itself on
one or two points to be mentioned,
will- - not persist in making a serial
story of its explanations. The Record also suppressed a letter from a
leading Catholic of Carlsbad
that
mighthave warmed up the debate
to a temperature too high for even
the Commercial Club to sit on "the
lid." We can go even further than the
complaining
brother In expressing
our ideals on religion, and say that
the editor of The Record believes in
a universal church In which all' denominations- are merged and sectarianism is forgotten as an earthly fever passed away but this is only a
dream of heaven, and does not help
to pay for our bread and butter.

sen-tlmen- t.

The article was entirely free
personalities
and expressed no
from
unkind feeling toward the Catholics,
but the Record declined to publish it.
"Suffer a brief statement by the editor of this paper; He has never
questioned for one moment the right
of the Catholics or any other religious
denomination to solicit contributions
from the public to build a hospital
or any other enterprise. He believes
that everyone who desires to do so
has a perfect right to contribute to
such building. . He simply expressed the opinion that it would be better for the citizens of Roswell to
build a nonsectarian hospital than
one to be controlled by a sect.
"Then the editor denies that the
City Council, the County Commission
era or the legislature have any right
to appropriate public funds for the
support' of any sectarian institution,
whether it be Catholic, protestant or
Baptist. No church institution ought
to be supported in any way by tax
funds or other public funds.
We
shall say more about this subject later.
"The editor is not moved to say
these things by any unkind feeling
for the Catholics. Nor is he going to
be moved from the course that he con
aiders right by the criticisms of those
who disagree with him nor by the
pity of those who consider themselves
more liberal and broad minded. He
likea to be well thought of, but the
approval of God and a good conscience are worth more to him than pop

,

.

-

The Sisters' Hospital Is not asking
support from either city or county
funds. The hospital simply agrees
to receive and care for cases of Contagious diseases at a rate which is
of what it now costs
about
the county or city to care for such
patients. Charity cases will go to
the hospital free, thus relieving the
county and city of a heavy burden.
The hospital will take consumptive
patients and those having contagious
diseases, and they will be kept separate from other patients. The public
will thus be better safeguarded from
these diseases than is possible in
caring for them at private houses
or allowing them to run at large on
the streets and elsewhere, endangering the health of the entire community. Take a smallpox patient, for instance. The employment of a guard
and nurse to care for such a case
costs the city or county from, twenty
five to thirty dollars a week. The
hospital will take such cases at not
more than ten dollars a week, and
they will be better cared for and with
less danger to the public than is possible under present conditions.
one-thir- d

saved himself the worry about It bef
ing more difficult to raise funds for
hospital than for some
a", Catholic
other kind of a hospital. He may be
right, and it might have .been made
FOR SALE.
easier but "Nothing succeeds, like
FOR
SALE. Choice baled alfalfa;
success." It is now announced that
stove or. cord woodrr-L- .
F. D.
e
twenty-fivhospital
a
thousand dollar
-Stock Farm.
53tf.
will be built, instead of a fifteen thouFurnished
five
RENT.
room
FOR
sand dollar building as first contemhouse. Good surroundings. Apply
plated.
15t3
at 508 N. Pecos ave.
Just as this article will doubtless PRESS, FOR , SALE. The.. Record ofprove a good advertisement for him
fice has for- - sale one- Cranston
press, seven column folio. Is in
and his paper, , the Record believes
good
order, and, wlll .be sold at a
that the complainant did more to
bargain.
tf
help the hospital than some who consalts
for
:Record
ha
tributed money but we insist that FOR SALE. The
Manila
cheap, 4 rolls of
the discussion was in Itself useless.
wrapping, paper.- - 2 rolls of s
As to Judge Pope's understanding
Manipink, and one roll of
of the matter, the Record considers
la. This Js a bargain.
tf
that eminent jurist capable of presenting his own views.
FOR RENT.
It might be added that the Record
Furnished rooms to rent In the
stands ready and willing at all times Hobson-Low- e
12tf
Bdg.
to act under the advice of the ComFOR RENT. 3 room house, centrally
mercial Club, the county and city off88tf
located. E. H. Skipwith.
icers, in any business matter of genFOR RENT. Four room cottage, two
eral public interest.
squares from postoffice. Shade and
well in yard. A. K. Page,
artesian
Any person disposed to find fault
-

1

Agent.
13i4
with what the business men of Roswell undertake to accomplish, should
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
join the Commercial Club and learn For Sale or Trade. St.' Louis well
what is going on.
drilling machine, with six horsepower portable gasoline engine. All
Referring to the Tallmadge case, a
complete and in good running order. Apply to G. D. ..Stewart, 708
gentleman yesterday in an effort to
56tf
Penn. ave.
be sarcastic, asked, "Which side is
The Record on now?" Our answer
WANTED.
might be condensed into one word
outside. The Record is neither a wit- WANTED. A good wheel, reasonably cheap. Apply to Register office.
ness, judge nor juror, but as a specWoman wanted for general house
tator and reporter of news has an inwork, three miles in the country. F.
terest in the case no matter how it L. Hill.
lltl
results. The Record stands first for
WANTED.:
A woman to do do genthe development of the Pecos Valley
eral housework. Apply to Mrs. R.
and the progress of Roswell.
H.
604 N. Pennsylvania
Kemp,
ave.
lOtf
Gen. Sherman Bell, who has been
Woman
WANTED.
for general
visiting in Roswell the past few days,
house work. One who Is neat and
in referring to the Colorado situation,
willing to work. Good wages. Phone
says: "Politics in Colorado are so
lotf
281. two rings.
bad that they are absolutely disgusting to everybody. Why, that slate is
STRAYED.
a disgrace to the whole country. It STRAYED. One roan mare with
ought to be divided up into small parroach mane, 14 hands high, 7 years
old, branded with S. C. in a circle
cels and distributed out among Kanand RT with a cross bar. $5 reward
sas. Nebraska, Wyoming and any
L. C. Card, Dexter, N. M. 12tl0
other state that would be willing to
take a fragment of it. There is nothLOST.
ing to it it is the worstI ever saw."
gold watch. Fay
LOST. Open-facecase, Elgin works, leather fob
The Tallmadge case is bound to
with pearl charm. Return same to
do some temporary injury to the ValCitizens - National Bank and reley, no matter which way it goes. If
ceive reward.
it be shown that there was a con-

COMPANY

Ar advancing in value

at rate of 2(1 per cent

per annum

DO YOU KNOW OF

EQUAL INVESTMENT?

ANY

As our assistance may be of great value toward securing what you need or wish, as regar ls either Agricultural Properties or Business Opportunities, and will cost
nothing, why not use us! Drop us a postal.
a
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Genl. Pass. Agt..

Fori Worth, Texas.
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BoYouT&ke
It's

10

Quinine

to 1 you do if you are a victim

of malaria.

Don't Do It. It's Danferoua
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly afrr effects.

HERB I MID

II

is purely veeotable and absolutely guaranteed
to euro malaria, sick headache, biliouaueas,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY IT
TO-DA-

All Druggists. ggQ

50 Cents a. Bottle.

For Sale by Pecos. Valley Drug Co.
Mair Vijror.

A sDlendid I

dressing for the hair. Keeps the
hair soft and smooth, and ore- -

vents splitting at the ends.

Quickly checks failing hair and
C. Avar Pn
JLowell.
cures all dandruff.
Mans.
.

Record Want Ad. Get Results.
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STOCKARD & DEEN
FIRST

FOUND.
FOUND: An interchangeable
book with credit slips inclosed.
Owner call and pay for this notice.

CUSS

LIVERY STABLE.
Good RifTH, Goo1 HorwH, Prompt" Courteous Service. 1 1 7 E. 1st St. Pliune 9.

nil-eag- e

-

e
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PECOS VALLEY- - DRUG

(THE PANHANDLE.)

V

.

harm the skin.

;

NORTHWEST TEXAS

5

12-in-

"

to the skin soaps that could not possibly

IN

31-inc- h

one-hal-

to use on baby's tender sensitive skin soaps that

ROAD"

DENVER

.

,

,

"

are beneficial

"THE

--

the
Toilet Soaps

enough

ALONG

.

.

.

FARM" LANDS i

:

spiracy against the Tallmadge Company, no doubt the company would
not only withdraw from the field, but
would do us whatever harm it could
in revenge- On the other hand, should
Mr. Tallmadge's guilt be proven, and
the assertions of the special agent
be true as to the extent of illegal operations, the scare and loss of tit-lto lands in the Valley would Injure
The Record
the whole community.
justice.
must stand for
If Tallmadge
be proven guilty, so be it. But if it
be shown, as charged, that a couple
of grafters are at work trying to
blackmail the Tallmadge Company,
From a purely moral standpoint, the grafters should go to the pen.
the county commissioners and city
Before the Tallmadge Company beofficers would not be doing their dugan
to operate ( in the Pecos Valley,
ty as guardians of the public funds
it
cost
about $75 for. a homeseeker
and the general welfare, if they did
come
from the northeast to see
not take advantage of an opoprtunity to
to have patients cared for under con- the country. The Tallmadges have
f
tract "at less than
what such secured a rate of $25, and If there
was any difference,
they paid . it
cases now cost.
they
In
have helpthemselves.:
this
The success of the Sisters in raising
ularity.Valley
ed
to
bring
to
settlers
the
the necessary funds "for the hospital
'
were
developed
that
have
lands
and
The Record does not question the proves that the solicitous friend of
not"
an
acre
until
worth five dollars
motives or sincerity of the writer the institution might as well have
as
much
now
they are
worth five times
came. For this reason business men
as they were before the Tallmadges
generally in Roswell and other towns
of the Valley naturally feel kindly
toward the Tallmadge Southwestern
Land Co. as well as toward B. H. Tall
madge who represents the company.
The People would like, to see a fair
.
trial .granted, and if it be shown that
there Is a conspiracy against the
Among our choice line of soaps yon will find all the best
Tallmadges,
the grafters who are re.
toilet soaps now on the market.
sponsible, for it should be punl3hed.
When buying toilet soaps .we are exceedingly careful to
The . Record hopes that there has
secure soaps of fipe quality, soaps pure enough and good
been no intentional violation of the

All

"ids.

Classified

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo

law..

Inspect that carload of fine drivers
at Stockard & Deen'a stable on Second street, west of the Government
Land Office. A few of them are for
131
sale.

One Dollar Saver Represents ' Ten
Dollars Earned.
average
man does not save to
The
per
cent of his earnings.
exceed ten
He must spend nine dollars in living
expenses for every dollar saved. That
STYLISH SUITS.
being the case he cannot be too careful about unnecessary expenses. .Ve& LUUl tf Uiillii
ry often a few cents properly invested If I U U U I
like buying garden seed for his gar214 North Main.
den, will save dollars outlay later on.
It is the same in buying Chamberlains
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy L. B. RASGHBAUM, M. D.
It costs but a few cents and a bottle
Practice Limited to the
of It In the house often saves a docEYE, EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
tor's bill of several dollars. For sale
by all dealers. .
Office with Dr. W. T. Joyner. Office
o
hoars 9 to 12 and 2 to 5 p. m.
Summer Toujls . Rates.
During the summer of 1905 the Pecos Valley System will sell . round
trip tickets to Summer resorts in CoAITOBNEY-AT-LAlorado, Michigan, Minnesota, Wiscon- Twenty years
experience in land
sin and a great many other states practice at Garden City, Kan., and
the land offices of Oklahoma. Ofat very low rates. Tickets- - will be all
fices at Artesia and Roswell.
on sale daily until Sept. 30th. with
final limit of Oct. 31st,- for return.
Call at ticket office for full informaM. D. BURNS, Agent.
tion.

Dr. J.

H. Jenkins, V. S.
Office at Stockard & Deen's

.

LIVERY STABLE.
Residence,

1 1

L

W.
NOTARY

-

EAR,
Office Hoars:
9 to 12 a. m.
2 to 4 p. m.

-

Special

at-

tention to Bog$ and Carriage
Trimming.

BICYCLES
Bought, sold, repaired and rented.

NOSE & THROAT.

NOW
EDITH

PUBLIC.

Of every description-:-

Dr. T. E. Presley J.
SPECIALIST.

EYE.

MARTIN

Lake Arthur, Artesia, Dayton
and Lakewood. City property. Improved and Unimproved La nc 8.

.

for Stomach Trouble and Constipation. "Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets have done me a great leal
of good," says C. Towns, of Rat Portage, Ontario, Canada. "Being a mild
physic ,the after effects are not unpleasant, and I can recommend them
them to all who suffer from stomach
disorder." For sale by all dealers.

Home.

TEMPLE, UPHOLSTERING!

D. D.

Good

Hereford

LhoruQ

Miinllnr

.

Slaughter's

NOKES'

L.

209 Wes"t

SHOP,

4th Street.

Office:

Oklahoma Block

DR.

7
PUBLIC

FRANK

N.

BROWN,

DENTIST.

National Bank
Special attention paid Pyorrhea (loose
(irregular
teeth) and Orthodontia
teeth) eases. Phone 146. Residence
Phone 353.

Office Over Roswell
.

S. FARRIS.

LOOSE U ME. We have it In any
AT RECORD
OFFICE quantity desired. Suitable for sanitary and disinefctlng purposes.
tary andV disinfecting purposes.
East
KEMP LUMBER COMPANY.
Creamery"
Is
KEMP LUMBER-- COMPANY.- - East . See that "Roswell
Phone
35.
Street.
Fourth
07tt
Streetl
your
35.
package.
Fourth
on
Phone
butter
LOOSE LIME. We have it in any
quantity desired.. Suitable for sani.

PUPPY LOVE

To the Lakes of
Wisconsin & Michigan

Original.

"Roberta, if you continue to see so
much of George Uruer as you have
seen of him lately I fear we shall hare
a case of puppy love to cure."
George Urner was but nineteen and
Roberta Sharpe sixteen. George was
a clerk In the bank of Roberta's father
on a meager salary.
"I hope," continued Mr. Sharpe, 'that
I. shall not have to speak of this sub-

There are hundred of ideal lake resorts in Wisconsin and Michijran easily and quickly reached
Kansas City by the

ject again."
"Yes. papa."

Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway
Books descriptive of these resorts, with rates for
railroad tickets and board, mailed free to those
interested.
The beat train to summer resorts, East and
North, is The Southwest Limited. Leaves Kansas
tity. Union Station, 5.55 p. m., Grand Avenue
Station. 6.07 p. m. Arrives Chicago, Union Station. M 20 a. m. the next day. Connections in Union Station, Chicago, with trains to principal lake
res rts.

G. L. COBB,

Southwestern Passenger Agent,

g07 MAIN ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

laid

and Most

telf

les

Announcements,
Calling Cards,
Business Cards,
Programmes,
Invitations,

i

in
ocooooooo
Where Will Yon Spend Your

Vacation this Summer
There are cheap rated in effect daily until September 30,
via the Santa Fe to Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
Kentucky, District of Columbia, and all points in the
north, east and west. Epecially low rates are in effect to
Ithe noted summer resorts. Jie sure and ask for a ticket
.

ViaThe

"Santa-Fe;-

"

It is the most direct line to all points,- making close connection at Kansas City and Chicago-- for" the north and
e
east, and at Newton for the west: Only
hours
N.!

forty-thre-

M., and Chiand twenty mintites between Roswell;
cago, 111. Twency-eeve- n
honrs and 'twenty minutes
Koswell and Kansas City.
-

be--twe-

a.

en

l conrad;

Traffic ManjfcrPetdVallejrLin
Amarillo, Texas.

Mr D. BURNS, Local Agert tl
CHOLERA 1NFATUM.-

-

Chlld not Expected to Live From One
Hour to Another, but Cured by -Chamberlain's Colic, Choi

era and Diarrhoea
Reedy."

-

Ruth, the litle daughter of ' E. N.
Dewey of Agnewville,' Va, was seritfu
sly 111 with cholera' infatum last summer. "We cave her up and did not

expect her to live from one hour to
another." he says. "I happened to
think of Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and got a
bottle of it from the store. In live
hours f saw a change for the better.
We kept on giTihg ft and before she
had 'taken the half of one small "bottle she was well."' This remedy Is
for sale by all dealers.

George Urner was not at fault in the
matter. Roberta had fallen in love
with him. and, though George reciprocated, he was too honorable to attempt
to win her with nothing to support
her and fraukly told her that they
should not be "playing with fire."
What Roberta dreaded was that her
father should discharge George from
the bank, which would be a great misfortune to him and for which she
should consider herself largely responsible. She was about to send for her
lover to talk it over when he came to
see her in great trepidation.
"1 am ruined!" he said, white as a
sheet.
"Great heavens! What is it?"
"1 have given a stranger who came
to the bank credit for $3,000 more than
he is entitled to. He came to the bank
yesterday and deposited $350. There
were many depositors at the window,
and I was hurried. The depositor asked for a certificate, and instead of making it for $350 I made it for $3,500, entering $3,500 on the stub of the certificate book. After banking hours, wheu
I came to make up my cash account, I
found a deficit of $3,150. I remembered the depositor, a German of the lower class, and hunted all over the city
for him without success."
"But surely." said Roberta, "when
he discovers the mistake he will bring
back the certificate for correction."
"That depends upon how honest he
is."
Poor little Roberta felt the truth of
the saying, "Misfortunes never come
singly."
Her father's warning was
scarcely delivered before her lover was
placed in a critical position. He was
accountable for the deficit, but even if
he was not held for the loss he might
expect to be discharged for the grossest carelessness.
"Well," said Roberta, "what will you
do?"
"Say nothing about it at present,
trusting that the man may come back
to have the certificate righted."
"Don't you think it would be bettei
to report it at ouce?"
"No. Tou shall be my confidant.
When the trouble comes you shall be
my witness that I told you about it.
When all hope Is gone that the depositor will come back to tue with it
I shall report the matter. Meanwhile
I'll carry the deficiency in the account."
Whether or no this was a wise method of handling the mistake. George
Urner decided upon it. After Roberta's warning from her father George
and Roberta did not dare meet except
on occasions when they could do so
with but little risk". George carried a
heavy load, and Roberta cheered nnd
comforted him. Day after day passed,
and no tidings "of the depositor or the
certificate.
Roberta's, father, though
pleased with her acquiescence to his
commands, was much pained to see
her grow pale and thin with a troubled look always on her face. He did
not know that the "girl he had accused
of puppy love was the mainstay of her
unfortunate lover, not perhaps the wise
adviser an older woman might have
been, but a tower of strength to enable
him to bear a strain that was killing
him. George' when be saw that she
was Buffering with him regretted that
he had told her, but the deed bad been
done, and there was no help for It.
Two years passed, years of inexpressible torture to the young man
wrapped in but one idea, the concealment of the deficiency in his cash.
One day he .was standing before bis
window at the bank when a German
Jew appeared and thrust a dirty little
paper before him. George looked at
the paper a certificate for $3,500
then at the man. Slowly it came to
him that here was the cause of bis
trouble. Clutching' to the counter for
he was near fainting with one band,
with the other he clutched the certificate.
"How much of It do you want?" he

The' Bush Guinea The
.:

Original.

.

.

1

bim-,sel-

parted.
s'That was the last time the "poor gentleman" was seen at the Bush. Whether his absence was that after such
kindness he was unwilling to trespass
further on the generosity of the landlord, whether be had suddenly died or

gone to some Institution. Weeks did
not know. He only knew .that his
guest came no more, and he missed
him.
John Weeks was too generous a man
to mnke money. He gave a shilling's
worth for a shilling, and when the
owner of the building he occupied advertised it for sale he had no money to
buy It. and all that he possessed, which
faltered.
was the good name of his hostelry and
"I vants it alL"
the business he had built up, was to be
"AH?"
a dead loss.
"
"Yes, three hundred nnd feefty
The advertisement of the, sale apLondon papers, and one
peared in
George counted out the money he day when Weeks' spirits were at, the
was so bewildered thi.t be counted it lowest ebb rt the grim prospect before
every time and finally him be received a letter from a fa mors
differently
ahoved the bills through the window.
Loudon banking house 'stating that if
That night George, w ho had not been he wished to acquire the bouse be ocwith Roberta for months at her bouse, cupied he might draw upon them for
went to see her, folded her in bis arms, the purchase money.
and told her that his harden had fallen
Was the offer bona .fide or a cruel
off.
Joke on the part of some one who knew
Then Roberta called her father in, his desires? Weeks made up his mind
George confessed, and Roberta told her that the ouly way to find out was to
father how she had stood, by the un go to London ' and presenV the letter.
fortunate young man for two years, He lost no time in reaching the meand that she would stand by him while tropolis and. going to the. bank, sent
he lived.
the letter in by a messenger with
"I know it Is puppy love, papa." she
that, the person; to whom
aald. "but I can't help it."
He
It was addressed was without.
"Puppy 'lover exclaimed her father, was not kert Jong waiting., the messentaking her in his arms. "Yes. puppy ger conducting him into a private oflove. You should both be in the nursery fice. There, standing warming, bis
for a pair of fools. George should have back before a fire, stood the "poor gencome to me and reported the matter at tleman."
once. Nevertheless I like your endur"What does It mean?' asked the asance and you shall" have your way., ... tonished landlord.
'
George" Urner subsequently bees oe i "It means that I am Thomas Courts,
cashier of the bank. and. though be bead of the banking firm of Coutts &
held his clerks strictly accountable for Co., and sball be happy to make some
their errors, he charged them to report return for past favors."
every item of carelessness at once. His
It to, 114 thatthe Bush, guinea waa
wife Roberta considers him very harsh afterward
worn' mounted.' la 4 bracelet
that he ' la so severe with them in this by Mr.' Cooks' widow; the Duchese of
respect
HELEN V. TURNER.
AJUm.
MARY X. KIJJOTT,
.

tol-lar.-
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.
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People on, hearing of some strange
Incident are apt to remark, "What an
excellent story that would make,"
whereas there may not be in it a single
element the story teller can make use
of. Per contra, there are incidents that
would pass the general reader unnoticed, but would be seized upon at
nee by the writer of fiction.,
A long while ago, when Bristol. England, was growing rich with the profits
of the West India trade, a stranger settled in e town, taking lodgings near
a famous old inn called the Bush. One
day soon after his arrival In Bristol,
about the noon hour, he entered the
coffee room of the Bush, seated himself at a table near a cheerful fire for
it was late in the autumn and called
for a glass of brandy and water.
"Would you like to see the London
paper, sir?" asked the landlord, handing him the sheet.
"Thank you." said the stranger.
Now. the act of the host was noticeable from the fact that the stranger
bore about him no evidence of prosperity or that be would make a customer
for the inn worth cultivating. His
clothes were seedy, his body was lean,
and he was bent over in a confirmed
stoop. He read the paper through, paid
sixpence for his brandy and went out.
The next day.be came again at the
same hour, called for a sixpenny worth
of brandy, lead the paper and departed. He never gave a waiter a fee. never took a meal In the bouse Indeed, his
expenditure was but sixpence a day,
which included the monopoly for the
noon hour of the paper. He was manl
festly a gentleman In very poor circumstances, and it was not long before he
came to be known as the "poor gentleman."
Never for a moment did John Weeks.
the landlord, intimate or permit any
one of his employees to Intimate that
the stranger was something of a
sponge. On the contrary. Weeks would
reserve the paper for him every day
and gave out that when the "poor gentleman" had it no one else was to expect it.
Christmas came without the "poor
gentleman" even having called for anything to eat in the house, and Weeks
made up his mind that his guest should
have one good square meal free of
expense. The day before Christmas,
as the gentleman was departing, the
landlord stepped up to him und said:
"Tomorrow being Christmas, sir, we
keep open table, and I should esteem
it a great honor, sir, if you would partake of our hospitality."
The "poor gentleman" muttered his
thnnks and went out. neither accepting nor declining the invitation. The
landlord feared that, though he had
put the chsp as delicately as possible,
he had wounded his feelings, placing
himself in the attitude of reflecting on
his guest's parsimony.
His feelings
were relieved, however, by the gentleman appearing the next day punctually
at o'clock in the same seedy garments
f
he had hitherto worn. Seating
at the txble. he partook of a dinner
with the apparent relish of one to
whom a square meal was a novelty,
not failing to do justice to the rare ale
for which the Inn was noted far and
wide. After he had eaten his fill the
landlord handed him his paper, which
he read till he had exhausted every
word, theu rose to leave. Weeks, who
had enjoyed the satisfaction his beneficiary had shown In the one meal he
had taken H the Bush, stepped up to
him and helped him to put on bis
coat. To cap the climax of bis generosity the kindly landlord slipped a
Christmas gift of a guinea into th
"poor gentleman's" hand.
The recipient looked at the. gold piece, then
at the landlord, sighed; something like
a smile hovered for a moment about bis
lips; then, buttoning up his coat, he de-

,

A Trap Fprlhdianfl

Value
(Original.

Captain Jacob Tarr, bound from Marthas Vineyard to the south Pacific
ocean on a whaling voyage., having, recently lost his wife, resolved . to take
their only, child, a daughter barely
'seventeen years old, with him in his
ship Harpoon." Irene Tarr was a lovely girl in face, figure and disposition,
and her father adored her. He bad
not yet begun to trouble himself lest
any young man should take her away
.

,
from him.
Captain Tarr had spent all bis sailor
life whaling on the Atlantic ocean, but
now that the stock of whales was running low there he was obliged to turn
his attention to a field with which he
In looking about
was not familiar.
for a man who had had experience
there he hit upon Frank Bristol, a
young fellow who had gone out before
the mast six years !efore and made
two voyages on the Pacific. Since he
was but twenty, the captain gave him
no higher berth than third mate, but
he was the only officer aboard the
Harpoon that had had any considerable experience in the Pacific ocean.
There is love that comes from long
association and love that comes with
a single glance of eyes. The latter was
the case with Frank Bristol and Irene
Tarr. She saw a young fellow in sailor trousers and pea Jacket, with a light
step, a head of curly hair, a fearless
blue eye, and succumbed. He saw a
girl with that shade of auburn hair
that is called Titian, or golden, with
contrasting dark brown eyes, and he
bent the knee. During the voyage the
two met occasionally, but Bristol saw
no more of her than did his brother
officers.
Nevertheless the sputtering
flame that had been kindled grew to a
consuming fire.
Meanwhile Captain Tarr walked the
quarter deck oblivious to the fact that
a sailor without a cent and with only a
common school education had won his
daughter, on whom every advantage
had been lavished and who would inhe had accumulated In
herit
whale grease.
The Harpoon had sailed as far as the
Hawaiian Islands, then turned southward, touching at the Marquesas, from
which she bent her course eastward.
Captain Tarr was thus far well pleased with Ills voyage. He had 011 board
a goodly supply of whale oil. and one
feature he had somewhat dreaded his
Inexperience as to wind and weather
in the Pacific bad not troubled him at
all.
"Talk about winds in particular waters," he said after leing out a couple
of months. "My opinion is that a man
who has learned to sail a ship In one
ocean should know how to sail her in
any ocean. I find no difficulty here."
That same evening Frank Bristol
had the watch while Captain Tarr was
pacing the deck. Suddenly the captain was surprised to hear Bristol give
the order:
"Man the weather braces."
"What de you mean by giving such
an order as that. Mr. Bristol? Have
you lost your senses?"
"Wind coming," was the laconic reply.
The captain walked to leeward and,
leaning over the rail, scanned the sea
and the sky from east to west.
"There's no change coming that I can
see. Drop the braces, men."
"Hold the braces, 1 say." said Bristol, with ail the firmness of an admiral of the navy.
"Is this mutiny?" roared the captain.
"You young rascal. I'll teach you thr.t
I haven't been a sailor for twenty
years for nothing, and I command this
ship. Men. drop the braces."
The men. overawed by the superior
authority of the captain, let go the
braces, or. rather, they were about to
do so when Bristol cried out defiantly:
"Don't a man of you drop a rope for
an Instant as you value your lives!"
He had scarcely spoken the words
when there was a sudden drop in the
wind. The sails hung listless, only
flapping as the vessel rolled. At the
moment Irene came on deck. Her coming was fortunate, for her father was
flustered with the insubordination of
his mate and puzzled at the dropping
of the wind.
"Haul! Haul taut! Every man
haul."' cried Bristol.
The yards swung round to meet a wind
that must come out of the opposite
quarter to. the one from which it had
been blowing. They were no sooner in position than the water darkeued. the disturbance coming with lightning speed,
and a mighty wind , struck the ship.
The Harpoon shuddered, bent over to
the leeward, till the tip ends of the
yards almost touched the water, then
with a bound leaped forward.
Irene Tarr was blown into her father's arms, and be took her down into
the , cabin. When be returned the
worst was over, and the ship was scudding along safe and sound. The captain stood on the quarter deck and
called .for . Bristol to come aft. The
men watched the mate, wondering
what reception he would receive." They
could not hear what was said., but they
saw the captain grasp the mate's hand
with evident satisfaction and gratitude. This was what was said :
"Young man. if that wind had struck
us without the sails being shifted sbe
would have gone over and never right-- ,
ed." I owe jpur livesto you, including
my daughter's, whom I value more
than ship., cargo 'and crew. Now. nty
boy. what can I do for you?"
"I want what you value most your
;

.

.

,

.

.
daughter."
The captain was struck flat aback
and staggered for a moment under the
blow. He neither granted nor denied
the request then, but the, time cam

when Bristol, aided by Irene, secured
the coveted
JAMES CARTER SCOTT.

(Copyright. 190.' by TjC; McCtur.J "
A sergeanfj aud six men, of lis were,
out on the hills ?t the south of Fort

Benton cutting telegraph, poles for ap
army line. On the third day a 'private
named Brisbane was- left In camp to
act as eook'tle had been instructed to
fire his musket In case, he saw Indians,
ami. having heard no alarm, we started for camp at 5 o'clock with a feeling
that all had gone well.
We reached it to find the man miss-luHis musket bad been left behind,
and nothing about the camp bud. been
disturbed. For an hour we expected
bis return at any moment, thinking he
had wandered away, but when night
came and passed we were sure that the
Indie ns had had something to do with
his disappearance.
It turned out so.
While he was out after berries during
the afternoon Little Bear's band bad
pouueed upon him and made him cap
.
..
.
live.
We heard,, nothing, of him or them
until about sunrise next- morning. We
were aJtout to set out on a search
when he appeared at the mouth of the
valley with an Indian beside ' him.
Brisbane had been stripped of all his
garments, and the blood of a hare hud
been daubed over him until he appeared to be wounded In a dozen places.
The Indian with him could understand
English very well, and the captive had
been told what to say. As our attention
was attracted he culled out:
"Serjeant, the redskins captured me
yesterday, and I have a message for
you. They say if you will come out and
surrender yourselves they will hold us
for ransom and treat us well, if you
refuse. they will attack the camp and
wipe you ull out. There are about thirty Indians in the band."
"Jim." called the sergeant when he
had recovered somewhat from his. surprise, "are you talking dead sqnure?"
"No. The force consists of only eleven men. There are six of you. nnd you
can stand them off for a week."
"But how can we save you?"
"There Is 110 way. Mnke ready for a
row and fight to the last. It serves nie
right for uot being 011 the watch yesterday. Goodby, boys, and do the best
yoii can and tell 'em at the fort how It
was with me."
He turned and was soon hidden from
view, and we at once began preparations for defense. We could be approached oniy from the front, and tiie
six of us felt ourselves a match for
For
double the number of Indians.
half an hour we heard nothing mo,-from them. Then from a point down
the valley came wails ami cries of pain
and distress, as though the captive
were being tortured.
Our first thought was to rush out.
but after listening more closely all declared that the tones were those, of nn
Indian and that the plan was to draw
us into an ambush. When it was found
useless the cries ceased, and an hour
later Brisbane appeared on the same
spot as iefore. At the bidding of hi
guard he shouted:
"Little Bear bus been Joined by twenty more warriors, and unless you surrender yourselves all will be killed.
You are to have half an hour in which
to make up your minds."
"Are you prevaricating, Jim?" asked
the sergeant in reply, using a term
which he knew the Indians could not
understand.
"The biggest kind, sergeant. There
are 110 new arrivals, and don't let them
humbug you Into surrender."
The captive spoke so. fast-thathe
Indians could not follow him; but., sua?
peeting something wrong, they led him
away. Then we lay ready nnd waiting
until close upon noon, when Brisbane
suddenly appeared at the mouth of the
ralley, running toward our camp at the
top of his speed. Behind him were
the Indians, who had planned it that
jvay. thinking we would hesitate.; t
fire for fear of killing our comrade.
t
That was Just what happened,
for a strange circumstance the .baud
would have been upon us before a gun
was fired. Thirty or forty yards In
front of us was a shaky spot In the
ground. We had noticed it In walking
around, but had given it no special attention.
As the Indians reached the spot in a
solid body the earth gave way. and all
went out of sight in nn Instant. A
crust of earth about thirty feet square
went down, and when we rushed out It
was to look down Into a hole twenty- five feet deep, with the Indians lying
in a nuuuie at me DOttom. i wo were
killed by the fall and two otiiers badly
hurt, while the soldier's neck was bro1 ,.
ken as be landed at the bottom.
We made the Indians send up their
weapons and their dead and injured.
When all were out we realized that the
colonel at the fort would not thank its
for bringing in a lot of troublesome
prisoners to be cared for and. that. we
must make some Other disposal of
them.
Little Bear and all the rest of the
living and un wounded were tied . to
trees, and. cutting a generous supply
of switches, we took turns at the "fa?--t
therly act"- and did not rest until eaeit
one had been soundly licked. There!
was as much howling and wailing as
If. the veteran, warriors had been so
many boys., and all felt the degradation as keenly as the pain..;.'
When the performance was over the
redskins were cast loose and told to
take their dead and wounded and clear
out. and they obeyed the order very
willingly. We .left without exploring ;
the pit. but six months later some men
who were prospecting for silver camped near the hole and explored It They
found It to betbe doorway of a big
cave leading Into the mountain, and In
the cave they discovered the skeleton
of a, hundred Indians and about fifty ;
pounds of silver ornaments. The eu- - J
tire find was sold to as eastern coitege
M. QUAD.
for the sum of $3,000.
.
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- John;- - Mahan, ,of- - HagermaiCl c&rne
up this morning! to spend th day- - visiting with: friends and transacting
r
business.
Bruce Sherrell, who is here" with
his sister, Mrs. J. W. Thomas, is ill.
everything He has been very sick, but is now

Call 'phone 141 for
electrical.
' Frank Anderson went to-- Hagerman
Sunday evening.
S. W. Loving was np from Artesia
today on business.
Bdltor J. E. WImberly was here
from Hagerman today.
;
F. A. Cooke, of Kansas City, was
a' Saturday night arrival.
Robert Bunrs left Sunday afternoon
on a trip down the road.
Ed Gross went to Dexter Saturday
night on a business visit.
W. B.' Carson, of Globe. A. T., is a
guest at the Grand Central.
Wilbur Plllman, of Hagerman spent
Sunday with Roswell friends.
Dr. W. A. Savage went to Portales
this morning on a business trip.
L. W. Good ell came up from Dexter this morning to spend the day.
Frits Brank returned Saturday
night from a business trip to Chicago
Dc A. R. Smith, of Carlsbad, came
up Sunday morning for a short visit.
C H. Huffman came down from Am
arlllo Saturday night on a business vi
sit.
Charles Schurwith, of Dallas, came
tn Saturday night and Is here on business.
C W. Moss, of Clinton, Ky.. came
In Saturday night for a stay of inde
finite length.
arrived Saturday
M. K. Moore
night from Amarillo. He Is here for
. a business visit.
Modes Schloss, Jof EDeter. spent
Sunday with Roswell friends returning home last night.
C. H. White of Canyon City arrived
Sunday afternoon for a stay of several days in Roswell.
C. D. Eby and wife arrived Saturday night from Texlco for a visit
with Roswell friends.
T. C. Moore, a well contractor, was
here from Artesia today looking af
ter business interests.
"

-

Japalac We have it.
Vallev Lumber Co.

Pecos
13tf

"E. L- Spurlock came in Sunday
from Sherman.- - Tex. He is a business "visitor in Roswell.
Buy. your wall paper, glass, buggy paint and floor finish at the Pe73tf
cos Valley Lumber Co.
l
returned to his home
R. W. Ten-ilIn Dexter Saturday night after a short
business visit to Roswell.
-

J. B. Knight, W. E. Givens and W.
all of Lake Arthur, were
visitors in Roswell today.
J. M. Boykin. of Greenville. Tex.,
arrived Sunday for a stay of a few
days with friends in this city.
We can locate you on fine government, land. Charges reasonable.
Frost & Co, Dexter, N. M. 02tf
FOR SALE: Railroad ticket to Mem
phis. Apply to room No. 2 Texas block. 16 3t this Is a star.
D. Bailey,

Di-cu- s.

Stockard It Deen will have a fine
lot at drivers, fresh from Kansas City, when they open on the 15th. 13tf
Postmaster Robert Kellahin went
to Hagerman Saturday night on a
short business trip, returning Sunday.
J. R. Stead man, of Kansas City,
arrived Sunday afternoon and will
be a visitor In Roswell for a few
days.
J. W. Harvey returned to his home
In Artesia Saturday night. He had
been her to "see the town for recreation,
L. V. Nogueira, of Dallas, was a
visitor in Kosweu sacuraay ana sun-daleaving Sunday afternoon for
Pecos,
.
WANTED: Position as bookkeeper
or salesman, can use typewriter,
seven .years experience. L. A. S.

improved.
If you want to buy or drive a fancy driver, see Stockard & Deen, on
Second street, between Main and- Ri13tf.
chardson.
Frsnk Dillier, who has been living
in Roswell the past month, left Saturday night for a short business visit
to Dexter.
J. D. Hagler and wife of Vernon,
Texas came in Sunday afternoon and
are here for a pleasure and business
visit, combined.
Charles DeFreest went to Carls Dad
-

Saturday night to join an outing party

that will go out of that place for a

Th9. JAmn Who. Laugh.
X Isaao A. Laird, Of Salmon-- City,. Ha,-- .' j
(ho, is here for a--" visit of severa days.
The only thing that saved Carlyle
A. M. Heath, of Artesia, who came from
the mad-hous- e
was the power
up Saturday remained over for a vislaugh.
to
And
a
what
Homeric laughit with friends Sunday.

From there he goes to Lake-woowhere he expects to .visit for a
month or two with friends.
Mrs.' J. J. Rascoe left Saaturday ev--'
ening for Artesia, having received
word of the serious illness of her
daughter at that place. She- will remain there for an Indefinite period.
Electric bells, annunciators, house
wiring, everything electrical. Esti
mates on private telephone lines, motor or dynamo installations, etc., Sam
Saunders, electrician. Phone 407. 16t6
Teacher. Johnny, define the dec
laration of Independence.
Johnny. It was the divorce from
John Bull, Miss Columbia retaining
her maiden name. New York Sun.
V. W. Maxson, Oscar and Emmett
Coke. John Haden, T. C. Price, C.
H. Taylor and others left this morn
ing for Texico, to work on the new
railroad that is being built to Belen.
Jim Lafferty, wife and children
and his mother and father, John L.
Lafferty and wife, left this morning
Tex., for a three
for Clarendon,
weeks' visit. They all live on the Fenoon.

d

-

few days camp.
E. A. Ewing, and wife of Salt Lake
City, are here for a combined pleasure and prospecting visit. Mr. Ewing
is a newspaper man.
J. Fox was here from Dexter today.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hodges were
up from Artesia today looking after
business and shopping.
J. Allen Ray and G. H. Ray arrived Saturday night from Chlckasha,
I. T.. and are here for a prospecting lix.
trip through the Valley.
--

Charles Allison who has been work
ing at Artesia and other points down
the Valley, came up Sunday morning
for a short visit at home.
J: N. Gamble came in yesterday
be
from Memphis, Texas and will
here for a few days visiting friends
and looking after business.
E. L. Medler, assistant U. S. Attorney arrived Sunday afternoon from
Albuquerque to take . up the prosecution of the Tallmadge case.
Mrs. S. B. Edwards and Mrs. J. L.
Barnard, of El Dorado, O. T. .were
here Sunday on their way to Carlsbad .for a visit with friends.
J. D. Vance, of South McAlester,
I.' T., left this morning for Portales
on a business trip. He will probably
return home from that point.

Judge W. H. Pope and Carl M. Bird
clerk of the district court, went to
Sunday evening to hold a
Carlsbad
special session of court there two or
three days. They expect to return
Tuesday or Wednesday. '
W. A. Gary, wife and son and J.
M. Boykin arrived
yesterday from
Greenville, Tex., for a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. W. A Johnson and Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Thomas. Mr. Boykin will
be here for a week, and the other visitors will remain indefinitely
Notice is hereby given to all person indebted for blacksmith work
done at the Overman shop that payments must be made to me in person.
No other person has authority to receive such money. This July
13.-190-5.

13-4-

MRS. S. L. OVERMAN.

t.

J. P. White, wife and sister, Mrs.
arrived Sunday evenMiss Richmond has issued invita- ing from the Yellow House ranch,
tions to a morning party to a number Tex., and will be here for a few days
of friends tomorrow morning at her at least. Mrs. Hodges went there a
home on Richardson avenue.
few days ago for a month's visit, but
W. L. Bo bo came up from Carlsbad returned on account of the baby takSunday morning and will be here un- ing sick.
til Tuesday or Wednesday looking afWalter H. Allen left this morning
ter business and visiting friends.
on a nine hundred mile drive.
He
Texarbuggy
single
a
for
in
started
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Johnston left
this morning for Durand. I. T., on a kana, Tex., where he will make his
combined business and pleasure trip. future home. He will be on the way
several weeks. His wife left this
They will be gone about ten days.
morning for the same place, going
House wiring., bell wiring. Repair by rail. She will visit at Hot Springs
work.
until he arrives.
BERNARD GUNSUL,
Dr. T. E. Pressley returned yesElectrical Contractor
I6tf.
terday evening from Chicago where
A. D. Martin of Dayton was in he has been taking a pest graduate
town today, he is with the Schrock course in the eye, ear, nose and
Lumber Co. of that place and reports throat college and hospital.
The
every thing moving nicely at Dayton. doctor keeps up with every new and
method of treatment of
When you want a pleasant laxative
disease in his specialty, he says they
that Is easy to take and certain to are
making wonderful changes in the
act, use Chamberlain's Stomach and
of treatment every year.
methods
by
deal
all
Liver Tablets. For sale
ers.
L. Dougherty and Miss Myrtle Ev
erett, who are here from Hilton, Tex.
and are visiting in Hagerman, were
in Roswell today on a
trip.
Fred Hudson of Streator, 111, who
has been living at Dexter since March
returned to that place Sunday after
noon, having visited here and at CanM. W. Hodges,
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the best equipped print-

ing establishment in the Pecos
Yaiiey

we

turn out the best

work.

No

job Is too big for us

to handle.

Using typesetting

machines

than any other office in the
Pecos Valley.

the artesian belt is complete. I have many

High Grade Ve

-

;

sure to share the fate of Prometheus, unless he can laugh ' and set
the gods
Beware of the man who cannot
laugh himself or some on else is in
danger. He is the real criminal against whom the laws should be directed for preventive is better than pu
nitive justice.
No school teacher should ever receive a license who cannot teach the
young idea to laugh. No preacher
should ever be permitted to occupy a
pulpit who cannot see, and make his
congregation see, God's smile laugh
ing through the devil's frown. No
occultist or sorcerer should be al
lowed to substitute an East Indian
jungle for an Anglo-Saxofruit or
chard. In the one is the chatter of
monkeys and hiss of snakes; in the
other the songs of birds and laughter of
children.
On
ly men (and women), real men, not
counterfeits, and angels can laugh.

hides in the City
Buggies, Wagons, Surreys, Runabouts and Hacks of every
style are to be found on our floor. The selection of a
vehicle is a difficult matter on account of the many cheap
goods on the market. The manufacturer's and our guarantee stands behind our jobs. A straight car Studebaker
goods on the road.

Roswell Hardware Co.

n

sun-kisse-

Successors

to Morrow

Tannehill.

&

4

d

I

Iconoclast.

Tallmadge Coming.
Tallmadge. of Tallmadge
Brothers, Chicago, the Great South
western land dealeri?, arrived in Por
tales on July Fourth and is making
arrangements to stop his immigration
trains at Portales.
W. E. Tipton carried a petition ov
er our city some time ago which was
numerously signed by our business
men, land agents and others, and it
Is the general opinion as expressed in
the said petition and invitation, that
the Tallmadge Brothers and the class
of people they will bring to the Inland Valley will be very acceptable
to our people.
They will establish an ofllce here
assure our people that they will do a
legitimate business and help build up
this country in a way that we will all

AH

DISTRIBUTOR

land.

Por-

Two Deeds Were Filed for Record
The following deeds were filed for
record in the ofllce of Probate Clerk
and Recorder F. P. Gayle Saturday:
Dexter Townsite Company to. J.
W. Dudley, for $100, lots 1 and 3 in
block 9 of Thayer's addition to Roswell. '
Dexter Townsite Company to C. A.
Jackson for $100 lots 14 and 16 of
block "8. in Thayer's addition to Ros
well.
Worked Check Racket.
One R. W. Gillmon, hailing from
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Ohio
and other places, who has been staying around Dayton two or three weeks
got several spurious checks cashed
by Dayton business men and skip
ped out Monday.Stanford Bros.,
Lunsford & Clark, J. C. Wilson and
J. H. Reeves are losers to the modest
title sum of $43.00 and others to hear
from. Pecos Valley Echo.

THAT

GREEN RIVER,

Mr. B. H.

be proud of.
They will sell deeded
tales Times.

Of

WITHOUT

Sunt

UP

LOCKED

THE

(MUD

WHISKEY

HEADACHE

A

Now and for eight years continuously, the official whiskey of the U. S.
Navy Hospitals. I also carry a fall Una of California Wines and Fruit
Brandies. I guarantee you the purest aud best that money can buy.

John

B.

Proprietor

Kipling,
HORSE

SHOE SALOON.

Land For Sale!

district 18 to 22 miles south of Roawnll you can
In the Hagerman-Feli- x
buy on easy terms, level, fertile, valley lands WITH GOOD WATER
RIGHTS AT
$40.00 PER ACRE
This property is conveniently located near P. V. R. H. and shipping
point, and we know of no irrigated country on the globe where such
lands can be had at price above named. If you want a home or an investment in the Pecos Valley come while it can be had and pick out a
40, 80 or 160 acre block of this WATER RIGHT LAND AT $40 Per Acre.
We are sole agents for this property at Haxerman.

& H ALONE,
WARREN
HAQERflAN, N. f
1.

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Wall Paper, all 1905 Stock,
Bnggy Paints, any color,

Glass, cut to any size,
Floorlac, a Perfect Floor Finish,
Brushes,
Lacqueret, makes your old furniture look like new, Paint
Roof Brushes, Dry Colors, Oil, Lead and Turpentine, Sherwin-William- s
Ready Mixed Paints, Varnish of all kind. Special Interior Colors ;
a wall finish, Varnish, Stain, Muresco, for wall finish; a full line of
Floor Paints, inside and out, also Hickory, Oak, Poplar and Cypress.

-

Buy It Now.
Now is the time to. buy Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is certain to be needed
sooner or later and when that time
comes you will need It badly you
will need it quickly. Buy it now. It
may save life. For sale by all deal

ers.

I Plumbing Steam and Oas

filif!

s
plumber in my
I have a
employ and handle a full line of
plumbers supplies. Call on me for
first-clas-

anything in the plumbing: line.
W.

P. LEWIS, HARDWARE.

Wring a ling a ling.
,
Hello.
Yes. this Is 163. Gamble at the
Excursion to Amarillo.
phone.
Farmers' Congress at Am
the
For
Oh, we have a dozen different fla
August 12th and 13th.
Texas,
arillo,
vors. Lemon, Cream, Iron Bre-wChampagne Cider? Yes, and I 1905, excursion rate from Roswell
think every lady who has tried it will be $9.75 for the round trip, ticksays it makes the best "punch' she ets on sale August 11th, 12th and
"ever saw.
13th, flnal limit August 14th for re
One case, all right, who is
turn.
'
ling.
Wring a
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
By George, Klrby. what do you
Artesia Lands.
think of that? She rang off, and nesome excellent bargains
We
hare
ver told 'me who she was.
It
In desert assignments, deeded lands
..' W. C. . Ragsdale, formerly employ- and relinquishments. Buy in the dull
store in this season and get the rise that will be
ed at. the Joyce-Prnicity, came in from Dallas Sunday eve- 8 are to follow.
JOHN RICHEY & SONS,
ning on a business visit. He is now
--

105 Main
MEETING GRAND

J

LODGE

Knights of Honor, at Waco, Texas,
August 1st, 1905.
For the above occasion the Pecos
System will sell excursion tickets at
rate of one and
fare for the
round trip. Tickets on sale July 31st,
and August 1st, with final limit of
August 4th, for return.
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
one-thir- d

.

NOTARY

if

cendental smile, there would not be
so many lunatics outside of the asylum preaching the new thought.' He
who filches fire from heaven, or
steals the secrets of the immortals,-i-s

-

S0$fc:&; Milice,
PUBLIC.
TEXAS BLOCK.

The best work

at the fairest prices.

bargains in income and unimproved city properties. I
bave especially low prices.. on many of these offerings,
pood for only a few days. You'd better investigate: before you buy.

PXXOXS 375.

are enabled to

type setting la shorter time

HONDO LAND

And lands in

we

handle orders Involving much

, MY LISTING OF

'

Follow.

yon City.

Dr. T. E. Presley returned last
night from Chicago, where he has
course
been taking a
in his special line, the eye, ear, nose
and throat.
P. E. Carter and Lee Carter, who
have been camping in. the mountains
west of Roswell since the Fourth of
July, left Saturday night for their
home in Artesia.'
Mayor and Mrs. J. F. Hinkle arrived home Saturday evening from their
extended trip through the south, the
north. They report a
east and-th- e
very pleasant trip.

WE HAVE THE FINEST ASSORTMENT OF

ter of the gods was his. Had Emerson
Andrew Hartley went to Artesia for
one day's visit, leaving Sunday after- possessed a laugh instead of a trans-

t;

BOOMS

A

a traveling salesman.

"

Artesia, It.. It,

How is This?
A good new five room house, corner lot, 100 feet front. Location good.

In artesian belt, for a few days at
$1,250. See J. T. Carlton, Room 12
Oklahoma block.
I2tf

